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All of the activities are broken down into age. However,
each activity has an adaption for older children! 

All activities are intended to be supervised by an adult to
make sure your child is happy and safe. Explore them

together so you can make the most of any learning
opportunities that arise! But most of all have fun and make

memories. 
Don't forget to follow us for more inspiration!

Last bit before you can start planning some activities! Each
activity has a few icons attached, they are the potential

learning opportunities and here is what they mean. 

How to use this book.
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Gross Motor Skills

Creative
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and Language
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6 months +



How to make the most of this activity
If baby isn’t sitting unaided yet this could be a tummy time
activity or you can sit  them on your lap and explore
together. Use words like; cold, push, wiggle  ect. As you move
the paint around using your fingers. As babies develop they 
become interested in their movements and the marks they
make so activities like  this are great for introducing
movement as well as exploring a different texture.

For older children 
This activity isn’t only limited
to babies! Why not introduce
a car to roll over the top?

Mess Free
Painting

Paper
Paint
Clingfilm or a ziplock bag
A little bit of tape
Something to protect the
surface underneath

You’ll need; 

The set up;
First lay down your surface
protector. Place the paper on top
of that and squirt a few 
different colours of paint onto the
paper. Next lay the clingfilm flat on
top of the  paper and use a little
bit of tape on each corner to hold
it in place.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore the water together, this can be done as tummy time, or in a
highchair. Water offers a great sensory experience because it isn't too
messy but offers the opportunity to develop gross motor skills by
catching the ducks as they float away. It also aids cognitive
development. Watch how the ducks bob about, and the water
splashes. Use words like; Splash, float, wet ect. 

For older children 
Use a deeper storage tub,
offer scoops and bowls so
they can scoop up the ducks
as well as practice pouring. 

Duck float

Shallow tray
Water
Plastic ducks

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Fill your tray up with enough water
for the ducks to float, and add the
ducks. If you are doing this on the
floor, place towels underneath to
stop the floor getting slippery.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore this activity together, pulling objects out and rescuing the ones that
get stuck. Activities like this really help with hand eye coordination, speech and
cognitive development. Use words like; pull, push, stuck ect. 

For older children 
For older children you can
make it harder by making
the holes smaller (making
sure the objects can still fit
through) as well as offering
jumbo tweezers.

Spider web
rescue

Wash basket
Wool
Random objects

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Tie one end of your wool to the
basket then weave the wool in and
out of the wash basket to create a
spider web effect. Place the toys at
the bottom of the basket. Make
sure they aren't too hard to get
back out again. 

Set up time: 10 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore this together. If baby isn't sitting independently have them on
your lap or explore an object during floor time. Talk about the textures,
names of the objects,  and the noise it makes. Use words like; soft, hard,
big, small ect.

For older children 
You don't need to adapt
treasure baskets for
toddlers! Let them explore
and follow their lead.

Treasure
Basket

Find a mixture of different
objects, make sure they are
safe for baby to explore.
Box or basket.

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Find a selection of random objects.
You can do a theme such as
colour, jungle or metal, or just use
what you can find quickly. Make
sure all objects are safe to explore,
have no broken or sharp edges
and are clean. Place the objects in
the basket!

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
If your child still needs support sitting, sit with them and offer
support. Pulling the balls off the wall supports physical development
such as hand eye coordination and balance if they are crawling or
pulling themselves up. Use words like; Pull, drop, off, on ect.

For older children 
This activity can adapt with
the child's ability; for
toddlers do it higher so they
have to go onto their tip
toes. Or so they have to do a
little jump. 
 

Ball pull

Ball pit balls
Masking tape

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Loop the masking tape into a circle
so it's sticky on the outside. Stick
one half to the ball and the other
half to the wall. Masking tape
shouldn't damage paintwork but
test it on a small area first.
Depending on whether they are
sitting, crawling or pulling
themselves up adjust the height.

Set up time: 5 mins
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For older children 
Sensory pouches and bottles
are great for letting babies and
toddler explore things that are
too small for them to play with.
You don't need to adapt them
but older children are likely to
lose interest quicker.

How to make the most of this activity
You can add these to your treasure baskets or play with them independently.
Talk about what you can see and how the fillings move. Use words like;
squeeze, wiggle, shake ect.

Sensory pouches
and bottles

Laminating pouches
Hair straighteners
Clear plastic bottles
Water
Beads, buttons, glitter or table
confetti to fill

You’ll need; 

The set up;
For the pouches - Use the hair
straighteners to seal the edges either
side of the already sealed edge. Fill
with 1/3 of water and add your filling.
remove the air and seal the final edge
with the hair straighteners. squeeze
and play with the back to check for
leaks. Use the hair straighteners to
seal any leaks. Round off any sharp
edges.
For the bottles - fill 1/3 with the filling
and top the rest up with water. Tape
the lid shut if it's easy to undo.

Set up time: 10 mins
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1 year +



How to make the most of this activity
Painting is great for developing early writing skills. By making marks children can
make links between the movements they make and the marks left behind. Talk to
them about the movements they are making and describe the textures.Use
words like; cold, hard, bumpy, tap, ect. Using words that associate with what their
senses are experiencing boosts their cognitive development as well as their
speech and language.

For older children 
You can talk about colours
and look at how colours
change as you mix them
together. 

Painting 
with tinfoil

Paper
Paint
Tinfoil
Something to protect the table

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay down the surface protector, so
your table doesn't get paint on it!
Scrunch a couple of pieces of
tinfoil into a ball, place the paper
on the table and add some paint
into a bowl.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Balloons are always a hit in our house! So why not turn them into
animals too. You can count the animals, talk about animal noises
and features while also introducing simple sorting. Watch how the
balloons float and move about and follow their lead. Use words
like; more, less, High, ect. 

For older children 
Why not add more animals
to make the sorting harder?
You can also introduce
simple addition by asking
how many more pigs you
need ect.

Balloon
animals

Balloons
two boxes or areas to sort the
balloons
Pen to decorate the Balloons
Paper

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Make a sign for each of your
animals and stick them to one box
each. If you haven't got a box,
place the signs at either end of the
room. Blow up your balloons and
add their animal features with a
felt tip.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Using tools to make marks not only helps with physical development but also
early writing skills. Talk about the colours, texture and the movements so your
child can make connections. This helps to create neuro pathways in the brain.
Use words like; Cold, wet, melting, tap tap tap, brush ect.

For older children 
Older children will enjoy this
activity just as much as
younger children, so I
wouldn't make any
adaptions for this one. Just
see where their creative flare
takes them.

Ice block
painting

Ice Block
Paint
Paint brushes
Tray (to hold the water as the
ice melts)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Fill a food storage container with
water and leave in the freezer over
night. If you have watercolours
they would be perfect but if not
mix some paint with water so it
paints onto the ice easier. Pop the
ice out of the container onto a
tray. I used a tufftray but a baking
tray would work too. 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Feathers are a great resource! This activity introduces cause and
effect and helps to develop hand eye coordination. explore the
different colours together talking about how they feel and watching
as they float when they are dropped. Use words like; soft, tickle,
brush, move, float ect.

For older children 
Add more areas so the
feathers can be sorted into
colours. Count the feathers
as you go along. Maybe add
a timer in and see how long
it takes them to sweep up! 

Feather 
sweep

Feathers (or something to
sweep)
Small brush
masking tape (or paper)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Use the masking tape to section
off an area either in the floor or in
a tray. scatter the feathers and get
the brush ready!

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
This is a great one for introducing turn taking and playing with others!
Throw, kick and hit the balloon back and forth to each other. Talk about the
movements your child is making and what the balloon is doing. Use words
like; under, over, high, low, hit, kick, catch ect.
 

For older children 
Adding bats helps even
more with hand eye
coordination (you could
always DIY some out of
card).  How about adding a
scoring system in to help
with counting!

Balloon ping
pong

Balloon
Bats (optional)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Blow up the balloon... and tie a
knot in the end. You can add bats
in if you like but its just as fun to
use your hands.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Ramps are great as adding a little extra with things that roll away! Introduce
listening to instructions ("ready steady go!") and talk about what  is
happening. Use words like; up, down, roll, push ect. Follow the child's lead
and see where their play takes you. 

For older children 
Add different ramps,
changing how steep they
are. Explore how the cars
move quicker or slower.
Make predictions. 

Box ramp

Box or cardboard
cars and balls

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Use a set, box or a sofa to lean the
box on to create a ramp. Add cars
or balls. 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Water play is great at resetting a grumpy toddler! If you havn't got a
container this can be done in the bath. Adding sensory experiences
to toys they have access to regularly can spark their inagination.
Explore this together - use the blocks to pour water, build a tower
and see how tall it needs to be to stand in the water. Use words
like; splash, pour, push, pull, tip ect. 

For older children 
Older children will enjoy this
with very little adaption!
Follow their lead, and see
what they would like to add.

Duplo water
play

Duplo
Water
Storage container (or the bath)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Fill the storage container with
water, add the duplo.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore the tray together. Talk about the texture and praise determination. Talk
about what animals are stuck and how you can help. You can add in simple
emotions like happy and sad too. Use words like; sticky, stuck, pull ect.

For older children 
Try adding layers of tape so
they have to be pulled off in
the correct order (either
over an animal or flat on a
tray.)

Animal tape

Tape
plastic animals
baking tray

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Tape the plastic animals onto the
baking tray and you are good to
go! You can always fold the ends of
the tape slightly so it's easier for
little fingers to pull at.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore the pompom run together. Can you catch the pompoms? Describe
what is happening. Introduce colours too if your pompoms are different
colours! Use words like; fast, slow, dropped ect. I left this out for Ayla for
about a week and she played with it everyday! 
 

For older children 
You can talk about gravity
with older children but for
the most part let them
explore how they roll. Maybe
they can help you build the
pompom run! 

Pompom run

Kitchen roll tubes
Pompoms 
Tape

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Cut the kitchen roll tubes in half
length ways. Tape them into
position. You can make this as
simple or complex as you like. I
taped them on to the end of my
kitchen unit. If you tape them onto
a wall, use masking tape but test a
small area first just to make sure it
doesn't damage your paintwork.
Place the pompoms in a plastic
bowl and you are ready to go!
 

Set up time: 15 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Talk about the texture of the paint and the mark left behind as they roll over the
paper. Use words like; slow, fast, push, straight line ect. Once Ayla had finished
painting I took the paper out and filled the tray with soapy water and turned it
into a car wash! 

For older children 
Explore how the colour of
the paint changes as colours
mix together. Can they leave
a circle with the car tracks? 

Painting with
cars

Paper
Paint
Cars
Table protector (news paper or
plastic table cloth)
Inflatable sand tray (optional)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay down the table protector, and
place down the inflatable tray if
you're using one. Now lay down
your paper and squirt on some
paint. Add the cars and you're
ready to go!
 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore how each pot makes a different noise - does that change
when you hit it with a whisk instead of a spoon? Can you make a
quiet noise and a loud noise? Can you hit it fast and hit it slow?
Use words like; tap, loud, quiet, fast and slow ect. And of course
you can sing along with nursery rhymes.
 

For older children 
Can they copy a rhythm you
have just made? Or do a tap
for each syllable in a word,
starting with their name?  

Musical pots
and pans

Pots and pans
Wooden spoon
Whisk

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay out the pots, pans and utensils
you are going to use and get ready
to make some noise!

Set up time: 5 mins
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2 years +



How to make the most of this activity
Count the caterpillars circles together as you place the pompoms on the
paper. Talk about how many more you need and the size of the caterpillar.
Using words like; bigger smaller, more, less ect.  
 

For older children 
You can always introduce
sums for the catterpillar. For
example, 2+4 in the first
circle followed by six more
circles.

Pompom
caterpillar

Paper
Pen
Pompom or scrunched up
paper

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Draw the caterpillar's head
followed by a circle for your
number. Draw the corresponding
amount of circles then add your
pompoms. 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore the sensory bin together. Talk about the textures and what you can find.
Look for and find the items on the list. You can do lots of counting for this one or
you can just explore the pompoms. Ayla enjoyed pouring the pompoms and
throwing them up into the air! 

For older children 
You can add letters to find to
make it literacy based, but
you could also talk about
how many more of each
thing you need to find. 

Pompom
scavenger hunt

Pompoms
A bowl
Smaller toys to hide
Paper or card
Pen

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Place the small toys in a bowl with
the pompoms. Give it a quick mix
to hide the toys. Write your
scavenger hunt list, I used insects
and a couple of trees.

Set up time: 10 mins
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For older children 
You can add sums onto the
penguins belly or remove
the dots to make it more
challenging. The online
template has plain penguins
that you can fill in yourself. 

How to make the most of this activity
The dots along side the number helps children make the connection between
how the number looks written down and the value of that number. It also aids the
children in feeding the penguin its dinner! Count the dots together. To spark
Ayla's interest I pretended to be the penguin asking for a number of fish. Use
words like; too many, more, less ect.
 

Penguin feed

Template at the back of the
book
Scissors
Laminator (optional)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Print out the free printable found at www.childsplayactivities.com/free-
printables/ Or draw your own. Cut out the template and laminate if you like.
Laminating just helps the template last longer without getting ripped. Lay out
the penguins and fish and get ready to play.

Set up time: 10 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
The stencils help to develop gross and fine motor skills to make the lines
independently but they are also a fun way of learning about new marks! Talk
about what stencil they are using as they make the marks. Use words like;
big, small, zig zag, wiggle ect.

For older children 
Older children who can draw
independently probably
won't need a stencil but you
can always experiment how
you can use the stencils
together to create a picture.

Cardboard
stencil

Cardboard
Scissors or Stanley knife
Paper
Pen, pencil or paint

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Draw your template onto the
cardboard and cut it out using a
Stanley knife. Place a spare piece
of cardboard underneath to
protect the surface you are cutting
on. Add some paper and whatever
your child is using to make marks
and you are ready to go.

Set up time: 20 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Sit back and let your child explore the cars and what marks they can make.
Talk to them about what marks they are leaving behind and how they are
moving the car. Use words like; Push, pull, wiggly line, straight line, as well as
naming the colours.

For older children 
Can they make shapes with
the trail the car leaves
behind? Can the car drive to
the number 2 ect if you write
numbers and letters on the
paper?
 

Making marks
with cars

Paper
Cars
Cello tape
Felt tips
Table cloth

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay down the table cloth to protect
the table. Tape a felt tip to the
back of each car making sure that
as they roll along the pen leaves a
mark. Put the cars on the paper
and make some marks together!
 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
I set this activity up to help Ayla learn how to come down the
stairs! We threw a bean bag at the stairs, and named the colour
it landed on. Ayla would then climb up the stairs to collect the
bean bag while I was close by to help her down again.
You can also use a ball for this one and watch it bounce down
the stairs back to you.

For older children 
Use colours, numbers or
letters. You could even use it
as target practice! 

Colour Stairs.

Stairs
Bean bag or pompom
Coloured paper
Blu tac or masking tape

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Cut the A4 sheets of paper in half.
Blue tac or tape them to each
step. Get your pompom ready to
throw!

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Work with your child  and ask them what they would like to look for first. The
pictures help them identify what is on the list. Talk about where you might find
each object and start looking! Use words like; under, on top, here, over there
ect. 

For older children 
Encourage independent
reading. Give them hints if
they aren't sure where to
find an object. Once they
have found everything who
can create a picture with all
the objects?

Garden scavenger
hunt.

Paper
Pen
Random things to find

You’ll need; 

The set up;
You can do this inside or in the
garden. All you need to do is write
down a list of random things to
find.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Initially I had to show Ayla that she could weave but once she had watched me
she was happy weaving away! We used words like; in, out, pull, through and
stopped. Once Ayla had finished weaving we freed the wool and she ran down
the garden watching as the wool blew in the wind.

For older children 
Can they make a particular
shape or use colours to
make a pattern? What else
can they see in the garden to
add to their woven picture?

Weaving

Wool, ribbon or string
a stick (to make it easier to
weave)
Wire fence, wash basket or
cooling rack (Anything you can
use for threading.)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Tie the wool to the stick and cut
the wool to length. Add whatever
you are using to weave around. 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
I held the nail varnish bottle so that it didn't get tipped over. Let your child
explore the marks they can make with the nail varnish brush. The neck of the
bottle is also quite small so its great for hand eye coordination. Talk about
the colours and the marks left behind, use words like; Dot, line, red, nail, in
ect. 

For older children 
Write down a simple request and
support your child in reading it.
You could even create a code "I
would like colour 1+1" and
whatever the answer is
corresponds to a number.

Cardboard
salon

Cardboard or card
Pen
Nail Varnish or paint
Table cloth or newspaper
Nail varnish remover

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Draw around both your hands and
add the small detail of nails! Offer
nail varnish that you don't mind
getting messed up. 

Set up time: 5 mins

Once Ayla had finished I wiped her fingers with nail varnish
remover where she had got messy and then helped her wash
her hands with soap and water.
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How to make the most of this activity
Explore this together talk about how the colours change and the marks
being made. Tinfoil offers a different surface to work with as when you paint
it it's no longer shiny! Use words like; brush, gently, straight line, circle, as
well as naming the colours.

For older children 
You don't really need to
adapt this activity for older
children. Just let them be
creative and see what they
can think of.

Painting on
tinfoil

Paint
Tinfoil
Paint brush
Something to protect the table

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay down the surface protector, so
your table doesn't get paint on it!
Put the paint in a bowl or sprinkle
it over the tinfoil, add the
paintbrush and you are done.

Set up time: 5 mins
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3 years +



How to make the most of this activity
Follow their lead and give as much or as little guidance as needed. If they find
this one challenging do it number by number. "This is number one, where is
one spot?"
Use lots of praise when they show determination! 

For older children 
Try doing higher numbers. If they have
that down why not give some simple
addition questions a go. You can do the
dots in different colours 
to make it a little easier for 
example 1+2, 1 dot in blue 
the other 2 in 
green.

Ladybird
number match

Paper
Pen
Scissors 

You’ll need; 

The set up;
On your paper draw as many
circles as ladybirds you would like.
On one half of the ladybird, write a
number. On the other half, do the
corresponding number of dots.
Cut them all out and cut them in
half. Laminate them if you like but
if not you are done.

Set up time: 10 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Place the objects in the water one at a time. Encourage your child to predict
if the object will sink or float. Once Ayla began to loose interest I left one
stick floating in the top and we wiggled our fingers to make the stick move
across the storage box. Use words like; float, sink, splash, wet ect.
 

For older children 
This activity can be used for
older children too. Ask them
to make a prediction and
talk about why the object
might sink or float.

Sink or float?

Storage tub
Water
Selection of objects

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Fill the storage tub with water and
find a selection of objects. You can
do this one inside or outside.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Give your child as little or as much help as they need. Pronounce the letters
phonetically as they match them up correctly. Using phonics helps children to
make a link between the letter they see and how they are used in words to make
sounds. Once they have placed the letters together to make their name sound it
all phonetically and then say their name out loud. 

For older children 
Once they have got to grips
with name recognition move
on to simple words like 'dog'
ect.

Duplo name.

Duplo blocks
Washable felt tip or whiteboard
marked

You’ll need; 

The set up;
On the biggest duplo block write
your child's name. Putting one
letter underneath each connector. 
On the single duplo block write
one letter.

Set up time: 5 mins
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For older children 
Once they have got the hang
of simple lines try shapes,
letters and numbers.

How to make the most of this activity
Talk about where the bee has been - can you follow his line? Use words like;
round, up, down, loop the loop ect. 

Follow That
Bee!

Pen
Paper
Paintbrush and paint

You’ll need; 

or a felt tip

The set up;
Draw a dashed line on the paper,
make it loop and swirl as much as
you like. Then, draw a little bee at
the end. The aim is for your little
one to follow the line with either 
 their paint or felt tip.

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Take it in turns to roll the dice. Use this dice to burn off some steam! You can
make up the rules from there. 

For older children 
You don't need to make any
adaptions for this one! Just
have fun.

Move like an
animal dice.

Card
Tape
Pen

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Use the cube template at the back
of this eBook, cut it out and draw
your instructions on. For example,
leap like a frog, walk like a monkey,
move like a crab, slither like a
snake, hop like a rabbit and walk
like a chicken.

Set up time: 15 mins
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For older children 
Make it more challenging for
older children but the idea
very much stays the same.

How to make the most of this activity
The ribbon is designed to be walked along and the circles are to be
jumped on. Some have hand prints which you have to put your
hand on; others have instructions like 'spin'. The ribbon at the end 
 is to be jumped either side of. You can either let the children
explore it or you can time how long it takes them to complete it. 

Indoor assault 
 course

Paper
Ribbon, wool or string
Tape

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Cut out your pieces of paper and
ribbon, work out how you want
your assault course to look, and
tape it down.

Set up time: 15 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
Let them explore threading the wool through the straws. Praise determination!
Use words and phrases like; through the straw, to the next one, ect to continue to
develop sentance formation. 

For older children 
You could colour code the
wool and straws or even
create a dot to dot style
threading exercise. 

Straw
Threading.

Cardboard
Straws
Wool or string
Hot glue gun

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Cut the straws into smaller pieces,
and use the hot glue gun to stick
them into place. Cut your wool to
about 30cm; you can always wrap
some tape around one end to
make it easier to thread. 

Set up time: 15 mins
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For older children 
Why not add different check
points into the maze so they
have to remember a few
steps. For example, first go
to the blue block and then to
the red block.

How to make the most of this activity
This activity needs very little adult guidance. Just supervise as they work out how
to maneuver the marble around the maze! The beauty of lego allows you to
quickly change the course to make it easier or harder. 

Lego Marble
Run.

Lego
Marble or small ball

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Place small Lego pieces onto a
bigger Lego board. Allow enough
room for the ball the roll between
the lego. You can make this as
easy or as hard as you like. 

Set up time: 5 mins
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How to make the most of this activity
The aim is to carefully draw around the shadow. Talk about why the object is
making the shadow and explore how the shadow moves  and changes as
the object moves and rotates. Use phrases like; draw around, follow the
shadow, dark ect.

For older children 
Leave the objects out in the
sun. Look at how the sun
changes through out the
day. Talk about why it
changes! 

Shadow
Drawing.

Paper
Pen
Random objects
Daylight

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay down some paper on the
ground in a sunlit area. I used a
box because we haven't got a hard
flat area in our garden! Add the
random objects and pens.

Set up time: 5 mins
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4 years +



How to make the most of this activity
The amount of guidance with this will need depends on ability!
Encourage your child to look at one number at a time. Use one
colour to leave the corresponding finger prints under the cloud,
just like rain drops. Now look at the second number and use the
second colour to make corresponding finger prints. Count up all
the finger prints and there is your answer!

For older children 
Use harder sums for older
children; you could even
touch on multiplication if you
are feeling brave.

Finger paint
addition

Paper
Paint
Pen

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Draw 5 clouds to start with (you
can do more if you need to). Write
an addition sum in the cloud. Now
add two different colored paints
into a bowl to use as finger paints.
 

Set up time: 5 mins
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For older children 
Introduce simple words or
can they use the flash cards
to create a word? 

How to make the most of this activity
Offer as much guidance as needed. If it's too tricky you can use your finger to indent the
letter into the play dough for your child to follow. When first teaching letters it is best to
teach children in lowercase so bare that in mind if you are making your flashcards. Talk
about how the letter looks as they create it themselves. Use words like; up, down, curve
ect.

Play dough
writing.

Play dough
Alphabet flash cards or make
your own
stones, counters or pompoms

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Lay the playdough out on a mat. Place the flash card behind it. Have the stones in a bowl so
they can copy the letter.

Set up time: 10 mins
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For older children 
For older children you can
begin to blend sounds like
and 'sh','ck','ch' 

How to make the most of this activity
Explore this together; can you find the alphabet? Lay them out saying the
sounds phonetically as you find them. Follow the child's lead and see what
sounds they know and what ones they need support with.

Letter sound
game.

Shredded paper
Phonics sound flash cards
Bowl

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Put the shredded paper and flash
cards all in a bowl together. If you
don't have any flash cards make
some out of card or paper.

Set up time: 10 mins
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For older children 
Try giving simple
measurements or
instructions using words like
a lot or a little. For children
who are practicing
measurements try asking for
a certain amount of
centimetres off.

How to make the most of this activity
This activity is mainly to practice scissor skills. Let them explore the different
ways and angles they can snip the paper. You can also talk about different
styles of hair and who has what hair, for example "I have long hair like you" 

Paper
hairdressers

Card
Paper or newpaper
Glue
Scissors
Pen

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Draw a circle on the card and cut it
out. Draw a face on the circle. Now
cut scrap paper into long strips
and glue them where the hair
would be. Add the scissors and
your hairdresser is ready to start.

Set up time: 5 mins
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For older children 
Just simply make it more
challenging.

How to make the most of this activity
Turn it into a challenge; who can get the pompom to the middle
without losing it or missing an obstacle? Praise determination and
trying again even when it's tricky. See if you can challenge their
memory too by listing an order of three obsticles like; first go
under the red bridge, then around the blue bridge and finally get
the to green dot.

The set up;
Work together to create a
pompom course. Create tunnels,
walls and dead ends. Once you
have come up with a plan cut the
paper into the correct shapes and
glue it to the card. Once the glue is
dry you are ready to test out your
pompom obstacle course.

Pompom
obstacle course

Card or paper plate
Paper
Glue
Pompom

You’ll need; 

Set up time: 15 mins
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For older children 
Get older children to predict
what method will be slower
or faster. But equally let
them have fun and explore. 

How to make the most of this activity
Experiment with different sized pompoms, different lengths of
straw or how close to the pompom you are. You can use a stop
watch to time how fast it was to bring a math element into it. 
Or just let them make their own tracks, have fun with it and
unleash their creative side.

Play dough
pompom race

Pompom or a small piece of
scrunched up paper
Playdough
Straws (optional)

You’ll need; 

The set up;
Use the playdough to create a wall.
Make it as straight or as curved as
you like. Place the pompoms at the
start and use the straw (if your
using one) to blow the pompom
down the track.

Set up time: 5 mins
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Templates.



1
2
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